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Research Relations Fund: Grants Awarded

2001: (4 of 5 applications funded)
- Michael Bitter, History $2535
- Lawrence Heintz, Philosophy $2000
- Alice Kawakami, Education $1260
- Shuguang Li, Mathematics $2500

2002: (all 7 applications were funded)
- Michael Bitter, History $1025
- David Hammes, Economics $1000
- Shuguang Li, Mathematics $2700
- Alice Kawakami, Education $2110
- Sherryll Melaynek, English $2625
- Susan Shirachi-Gonsalves/Rick Castberg, ADA Coord./Political Science $3635
- Christian Weisser, English $4000

2003: (4 of 5 applications were funded)
- Michael Bitter, History $2000
- Shuguang Li, Mathematics $665
- J Zulich/M Ebersole, Educa $4845
- Robert Fox, Physics (Educa) $1683

2004: (3 of 4 applications were funded)
- Kenneth Simmons, English $5000
- Lawrence Rogers, Languages $2300
- Howard Van Trease, History $1400

2005: (all 5 applications were funded)
- Michael Bitter, History $3584
- Jean Ippolito, Art $3050
- Seri Luangpinith, English $3000
- Drew Martin, Marketing $2120
- Yumiko Ohara, Linguistics $2312

2006: no applications?

2007: (3 of 4 applications funded)
- Kerri Inglis, History $2950
- Raina Ivanova, Mathematics $3200
- Wayne Miyamoto, Art $4700

2008: (2 of 3 applications funded)
- Wayne Miyamoto, Art $3943
- Enbao Wang, Political Sci $2200